Explore Careers

With JA Profile by Truity

The JA Profile Career Profiler Assessment is a fun and informative method of personal career exploration that matches you with your top interest areas while filtering out careers in areas that you have little or no interest in. The assessment takes approximately 20 minutes to complete.

1. To start your personal assessment, visit http://japrofile.org/ and select “Take the Assessment” in the top right corner of the screen.
2. Select the “Next page” button and mark your interest in each activity, deciding whether you think you might like to do the activity, dislike doing it, or feel neutral about it. Don’t think about whether you have the skills or training to do an activity or how much money you might make. Simply think about whether you would enjoy doing it or not.
3. At the bottom of each screen, click “Next page” to continue through the assessment.
4. When you finish, if you would like to save the results of your assessment, make sure to click “Create New Account” and complete the required fields.

After completing your assessment click on “Explore Careers” to find information and resources on different careers that may be of interest to you. This is the perfect time to explore your skills, interests, and values so you will be able to discover the school subjects and occupations you most enjoy. With this knowledge in hand, you can better prepare for success in your work and in life. Have fun exploring and discovering your passions and your purpose!